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STEPPING STONE SCHOOL (HIGH) 

CLASS – II 

MATHEMATICS 

WORKSHEET –XIX 

 

Date: 20.05.2020 (Day -19) 

Topic- Problem Sums (Addition and Subtraction) 

Time limit -30 minutes 

Copy the questions and solve them on a sheet of paper date wise. Keep 

the worksheet ready in a file to be submitted on the opening day. 

                                         WORKSHEET 

 

1. A blue basket contains 215 apples. A red basket contains 123 

apples. How many more apples does the blue basket contain? 

(Example) 

Solution:     No. of apples in the blue basket               =   215 

                   No. of apples in the red basket                = - 123 

            No. of more apples in the blue basket               = 092 

               Answer: Thus, the blue basket contains 92 more apples.        
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  2. A tray contains 215 vegetables. 123 of them are rotten. How many 

fresh vegetables are there? 

 

3.  A train carried 744 passengers on one day. The next day it carried 

356 passengers. How many more passengers did the train carry on the 

first day? 

 

4. Diya got 192 marks in Mathematics and Devi got 120 marks. How 

many more marks did Diya get? 

 

5.  Yesterday 229 trees were destroyed in a storm. Today 179 trees 

were destroyed. How many trees were destroyed altogether? 

(Example) 

Solution:     No. of trees got destroyed yesterday           =   229 

                   No. of trees got destroyed today                 = + 179 

            No. of trees got destroyed altogether                 =    408 

               Answer: Thus, 408 were destroyed altogether. 

 

 6. In a school, there are 542 girls and 387 boys. How many pupils are 

there in the school?                                   

 

7.  Lucy went to the grocery store. She bought 112 packs of cookies 

and 82 packs of noodles. How many packs of groceries did she buy? 
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8. Linda has 270 candles. Loheri has 176 candles. How many candles 

do they have altogether? 

 

 

Please follow the previous hyperlinks of the topic “Problem Sums 

(Addition and Subtraction)” In Worksheet no.16 & Worksheet no. 

18 
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